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Empty Number Line
33,897 + 69,436 =
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Empty Number Line
69,436  33,897  =
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Partitioning
83,425+ 32,325=
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Chimney Sums  

 7,345,977           
-1,876,456
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Attachments

code_crackers.ppt

T2E1137SpellingTrickyHomophonesandNearHomophonesPowerPoint.ppt

Probability Presentation.ppt

aut2m202probabilityquizpowerpointaustralian.ppt




Can you crack 

Miss Griffiths’ safe!?

Solve the problems to get the prize!







What is the next pattern in the sequence???
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What is the next pattern in the sequence???
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What is the next pattern in the sequence???
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What is the next pattern in the sequence???











-2

-4

-8

-16

-32







What is the next pattern in the sequence???
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7

15

31



x 2, + 1









5 minutes extra playtime!
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Spelling Tricky Homophones and Near Homophones

An informative PowerPoint about spelling tricky words.









Homophones

Homophones (different words that sound exactly the same when pronounced) and near homophones (different words that sound almost the same when pronounced) can be really tricky to spell, because it can be tricky to remember which words needs which spelling. 



For example:

Are there homophones that you get confused with?

desert

dessert

desert (verb: to abandon)

Photos courtesy of  Moyan_Brenan, Vidalia_11 and craigfinlay (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution









Mini-Activity

Can you match up the homophones / near homophones?



Do you know what any of the words mean?



Click to reveal.

further

father

heard

herd

quite

quiet

steel

steal









Main Activity

Using a dictionary to help you, make yourself 

‘A Guide to Spelling Tricky Homophones and Near Homophones’.



This will be a handy resource for you to use when you can’t remember how to spell the word you need. Each word in your guide should have a definition  and an illustration. For example:

When you finish you could make yourself a guide for some of the homophones that you find tricky. Use the blank guide for this.

		Night		The time between sunset and sunrise.

		Knight		A soldier in armour who serves a king.

























Plenary

Share one of your homophone / near homophone pairs with the class.



What are their definitions?

 











*
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Probability

Using Words and Numbers to Describe Probability





 

 



		To be able to order events by likelihood.

		To describe probabilities using words.

		To measure probabilities using numbers, based on equally likely outcomes.



To be able to describe probabilities using both words and numbers.

Learning Objective

Success Criteria





 



Look at the events described below. Can you order them from most likely to happen to least likely to happen?

		When Alec rolls a dice, it will land on an even number.

		When Bet picks a number card from a bag with 100 cards numbered 1 to 100, the card will have her age on it.

		When the Queen of England picks a number card from a bag with 100 cards numbered 1 to 100, the number will be less than her age.



Starter: Ordering Events

Event 3 is the event which is most likely to happen. 

The Queen was 91 years old in 2017, so most of the cards in the bag have a number less than her age.

Event 1 is the second most likely to happen. 

Half of the numbers on the dice are even and the other 

half are not even.

Event 2 is the event least likely to happen. 

Only one of the numbers in the bag is Bet’s age in years (unless she’s over 100 years old, then there is no card with her age) and 99 of them are not her age.





 



Definitions

A measure of how likely

Random

If you choose a chocolate from a new box of chocolates, you will probably not do so at random; you’ll probably choose your favourite on purpose and your least favourite will be left for last.



If you write down the name of each person in your class on a separate piece of paper of equal size, put them all in a bag, shake them around then take one out with your eyes closed, you would be picking a card at random.

Probability

 If a letter is picked at random  

 from the letters of the alphabet,  

 this means that every letter has an equal chance of being picked.

an event is to happen.





 



Describing Probability Using Words

Probability is a measurement or description of how likely an event is to happen. We can give probability using numbers (fractions, decimals or percentages) or using words.

The terms that we use to describe the likelihood of an event are:

likely

unlikely

very unlikely

certain

very likely

even chance

impossible





 



Describing Probability Using Words

When the probability of an event is ‘even chance’, this means that it is as likely to happen as it is to not happen, for example:

When a coin is flipped, there is an even chance that it will land on heads.

When a dice is thrown, there is an even chance that it will land on an odd number.

If Gerald’s puppy steals his shoe, there is an even chance that it will be the left shoe.

You should be familiar with most of these words from everyday life (if not from maths lessons) but can you give a definition of ‘even chance’ or an event which has an even chance of happening?





 



Describing Probability Using Words

The order should be:

likely

unlikely

very unlikely

certain

very likely

even chance

impossible





 



Describing Probability Using Words

We can show these descriptions of probability on a probability scale:

Even chance has to be right in the middle, because it describes a situation where the probability of an event happening is exactly equal to the probability of it not happening.

unlikely

likely

very likely

impossible

very unlikely

even chance

certain





















 



Describing Probability Using Words

Use one of the following terms: 

impossible       unlikely       even chance       likely       certain 

to describe the probability in each of the following situations:

Alana writes each letter of her first name on a card, shuffles the cards then takes the top card. What is the probability that the card she takes has a letter A on it?

A dice is thrown. What is the probability that it lands 

on a square number?

There are 3 red sweets, 5 green sweets and 4 yellow 

sweets in a jar. When one is picked out at random, 

what is the probability that it is… green? 

There are 3 red sweets, 5 green sweets and 4 yellow 

sweets in a jar. When one is picked out at random, 

what is the probability that it is… pink? 

Likely

More than half the letters in her name are ‘A’s, so she has a higher than even chance but not 

a certainty.

Unlikely

1 and 4 are the square numbers, so there is a less than even chance but it is not impossible.

Unlikely

There are 12 sweets altogether so there is a less than even chance but it is not impossible.

Impossible

There are no pink sweets!





 



Using Numbers to Measure Probability

When an event is certain to happen, we say that its probability is 1. 

For example, the probability of rolling a number greater than zero on a dice is 1.

When an event is impossible, we say that its probability is 0. 

For example, the probability of a dice landing on the ceiling when it is dropped is 0.

An event with even chance is exactly as likely to happen as it is to not happen so its probability is ½.

A probability is never less than zero since an event cannot be less likely than impossible.

A probability is never more than one since an event cannot be more likely than certain.





 



Using Numbers to Measure Probability

We can work out numerical probabilities other than 0, ½ and 1 by looking at possible outcomes.

For example, we could describe the probability of getting a 3 when we roll a dice as unlikely, but to give it a numerical value, we need to think about how many possible outcomes there are. 

When we roll a dice, there are six outcomes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. 

Use the same method to answer the following questions...



₆

In only one of these outcomes is a 3 thrown, so we say that the probability of throwing a 3 is ½.





 



Using Numbers to Measure Probability

Alana writes each letter of her first name on a card, shuffles the cards then takes the top card. What is the probability that the card she takes has a letter A on it?

A dice is thrown. What is the probability that it lands 

on a square number?

There are 3 red sweets, 5 green sweets and 4 yellow 

sweets in a jar. When one is picked out at random, 

what is the probability that it is… green? 

There are 3 red sweets, 5 green sweets and 4 yellow 

sweets in a jar. When one is picked out at random, 

what is the probability that it is… pink? 

What do we mean when we say that the sweet is 

picked out at random?

We mean that each sweet in the bag has an equally likely chance to be picked.



₅

⅜

Because 3 of the letters in her name are ‘A’s and there are 5 letters altogether in her name.



₆

⅔ = ⅓

Because 2 of the numbers on a dice are square numbers (1 and 4) and there are 6 numbers altogether.



₁₂

⅝

Because 5 of the sweets are green and there are 

12 altogether.

⅝ = 0

Because none of the sweets are pink and there are 

12 altogether.



₁₂



⁰





 



Decimals and Percentages

So far, we have looked at giving probabilities using words and fractions. 

Probabilities may also be given using decimals or percentages, 

for example, if a probability is given as ½, it could otherwise be described as 0.5 or 50%. 

Therefore, it is important to be able to convert fractions, decimals and percentages.





 



Activity Sheet

Now work through the exercises individually.





 



Plenary

Imagine that you write each letter of your first name on a piece of paper then place all of these pieces of paper (which are of equal size) in a bag and shake them around. Without looking, you pick out a slip. Why is this defined as picking at random?



Consider the following events. Can you match these events to the probability descriptions below? Can you think of events to match the other probability descriptions?

		impossible

		unlikely

		even chance

		likely

		certain



Now find a numerical (fraction, percentage or decimal) probability for each of the events that you used.

		Picking a vowel

		Picking a consonant 

		Picking the letter E 
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Something that is unlikely has a probability of…

Between 1 and 2

Between 0.5 and 1

Between 0 and 0.5

A

B

C





 



Something that is likely has a probability of…

Between 1 and 2

Between 0.5 and 1

Between 0 and 0.5

A

B

C





 



What is the probability of rolling a 2 with a dice?







A

B

C

1

6



1

3



1

4







 



What is the probability of getting tails when tossing a coin?

1

0.5

0.25

A

B

C





 



What is the probability of rolling an odd number with a dice?







A

B

C

1

3



1

2



1

4







 



A coin is flipped 5 times.

It lands on heads three times and tails twice.

What is the probability it will land on tails with the next throw?

0.5

1

0

A

B

C





 



A bag contains just 7 lollies.

What is the probability of picking a chocolate

button from the bag?

0.5

1

0

A

B

C





 



A bag contains 4 strawberry laces.

How many apple flavoured laces must be added so there is an even chance of picking a strawberry lace?

8

0

4

A

B

C
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